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“Whatever else modern medicine has wrought—and it has given
birth to some impressive technical fixes and pinpoint trauma
care—it  has  produced  an  unprecedented  transformation  of
society  into  a  universal  hospital.  Medicine,  Rockefeller
motivated, makes disease, and then treats what it has made.
There is no other commercial operation on the planet that
exceeds its reach or profit. Create an endless problem, and
then pretend to solve it: that is the secret mission. Make
the solution a new problem begging for more answers: that is
the strategy. Reduce vitality and life-force: that is the
objective. Control of the disabled is far easier than control
of the robustly healthy.” (Notes on Vaccines, Jon Rappoport)

I  point  your  attention  to  a  recent  riveting  article,
“Vaccines: Gateway Drugs by Design,” at Robert Kennedy, Jr.’s
World Mercury Project. The author of the article is Kristina
Kristen.

Kristen lays out a case for drug companies as creators of
disease, via their childhood vaccines—which diseases they then
treat with their own hugely profitable drugs. A closed circle.

Key quotes from the article:

“The main vaccine producing companies, the ‘BIG 4’, Merck,
GSK, Pfizer, Sanofi, who make all our children’s vaccines,
list the very illnesses now seen in epidemic numbers in our
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children, in their own vaccine inserts, as potential adverse
effects.”

“The  drug  ‘treatment’  side  of  the  equation,  which  is
substantially more lucrative than the ‘gateway’ vaccine side
the  BIG  4  already  monopolized,  now  also  increased
substantially. The vaccine manufacturers began to capitalize
on the known adverse effects of their vaccines, and have since
created drugs for the ‘treatment’ side of the equation as
well.  The  lack  of  incentive  to  make  safe  products,  which
created the bloated vaccine schedule, became the gateway to
the lucrative drug treatment side for these companies. Today,
the BIG 4 monopolize vaccines as well as the drug ‘treatments’
for chronic illnesses known to be induced by vaccines. First,
vaccines push kids off the cliff, and then vaccine makers
profit from ‘rescuing’ those they don’t kill.”

“It is NOT A COINCIDENCE that the same BIG 4 companies, GSK,
Merck,  Sanofi  and  Pfizer,  the  largest  manufacturers  of
vaccines in the U.S., happen to also produce the top grossing
drugs that treat the most common side effects from their own
vaccines: Autoimmunity, asthma, anaphylaxis, allergies, ADHD,
rheumatoid arthritis, epilepsy, etc.”

“Vaccines,  in  fact,  make  up  the  foundation  of  the  BIG  4
trillion-dollar drug skyscrapers [companies] built on treating
the  chronic  illnesses  they  KNOWINGLY  create  with  their
vaccines (again, the adverse effects are written in their
vaccine inserts).”

One  example  among  many:  Advair,  a  drug  for  asthma,
manufactured by vaccine giant GSK, which brought in $4.36
billion  in  sales,  in  2017.  Asthma  is  a  common  effect  of
childhood vaccinations.

Author Kristen is documenting the charge that medical drug
producers  are  essentially  creating  the  diseases  they  then
“treat” with their own medicines.



From my own experience with hospitals and doctors, I can say
that, for the most part, medical personnel are unaware of any
possible connection between vaccines, childhood diseases, and
drugs  purportedly  designed  to  reduce  the  effects  of  the
vaccines. These doctors and nurses would never believe there
is a closed circle based on profits.

But there is more. The drugs used to treat the adverse effects
of vaccines cause their own expanding disease outcomes—and
then new drugs are developed to treat these illnesses.

The federal government, in collusion with media networks, has
covered up the disastrous death numbers resulting from medical
care.  For  years  I’ve  been  documenting  the  research  that
reveals those numbers. For instance, see “Is US Health Really
the Best in the World?” This review was written in 2000 by Dr.
Barbara Starfield, at the time a revered expert at the Johns
Hopkins School of Public Health. It was published on July 26,
2000, in the Journal of the American Medical Association.
Starfield concluded that, every year in the US, the medical
system  killed  225,000  people.  That  would  be  2.25  million
deaths per decade. In a 2009 interview, Starfield told me that
225,000 was a conservative estimate…
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